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15.
DATA TRANSNIWTED (F) (G) (H)
"SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The calculations determined the overall weight of the DFCS (approx. 200 lb.) The air spring in conjunction with the bushing bearings and rods will provide a more stable platform for down force and it will also provide a safer means of calibration.
4.0
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The calculations in Appendix A determined that the DFCS is adequate to support the 5,700 lb. down force applied by the hydraulic rams on a CST. = 25.606.in3 Material volume of Push Block (9) . [1 rr.(3.in)2 V2:.6.in.6.in.2 .in -1.in.~.(4.33.in)2-l.in.~V2=50.206.in3 Material volume of Thrust Bearing Block (1O).
5.0
REQUIREMENTS
V3 :. 12.in.28.5 .in..75.in -4..ini~.( 2(313 in) 
Weight of thrust bearing (23).
Weight of upper bearings (22).
Weight of lower bearings (21).
Weight of triple bellows air spring (28)
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